
Dear former and current PHOTO- 52 enrollees and friends, 
 
PHOTO-52  (Photographers and their images lecture series), like many classes at City College, 
is in danger of being cancelled. 
 
If you are at all interested in keeping this wonderful "institution" PHOTO-52 (professional  
photographers who come, lecture & show their work at City College ) I NEED YOUR HELP  
NOW ! 
 
I need to show the administration that there is a lively, and more importantly, ROBUST group of 
students as well as the outside local community that wants to see this series continue to 
flourish. Not just for this upcoming semester but for future semesters as well. 
 

The program for this fall semester 2012: 
 
1. (Aug. 20th) FIRST EVENING OF THE SERIES.   
(Orientation and opportunity to "add in") . 
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2. Aug. 27th)   SARA REMMINGTON  
 

 
Sara is San Francisco's foremost food photographer now. (CA  magazine, PDN, and an 
international cliental). (I asked her to return since her work has not only become 
nationally known, she has grown out beyond  her exquisite food photography, and is 
now working in an almost editorial way combining people, locations and food. 
 

 
3. (Sept. 10th)  WALT ODETS 
 

 
 

Walt both knew and was a student of Cartier-Bresson, and shoots much in that classical  
style.. Only in Black and White, and with an amazingly, simple and  personal and subtle 
vision. I love  and very much appreciate this man's style and work.  

 



4. (Sept. 24th) CAMILLE SEAMAN  
 

 
 

"Each iceberg has it's own personality... Some refuse to give up and hold on to the bitter 
end, while others can't take it anymore and crumble in a fit of dramatic passion."…  
You've just got to look her up..! 

 http://www.camilleseaman.com/artist.asp?ArtistID=3258&AKey=wx679bjn 
Solo shows:  2011, Gordon Potts Galery / 2010, Neumunster Abbaye, Luxembourg/ 
2010,  Paris, France/ Hans Alf Gallery, Flaeketorvet 26-28 1711 K.  At this moment, Aug. 
1st, she is somewhere in Northern China.  
 

 
5. (Oct. 15th) DEANNE DELBRIDGE 
 

 
 

Delbridge has "jump started" many, many big names photographers both in the Bay Area 
as well as nationally. Talks about, show's examples, discusses portfolio techniques, 
strategies, and techniques for breaking into the professional world of photography. All 
fields; commercial, fine art, portraiture etc. Deanne is an incredible motivator and 
facilitator with infectious energy.  

 



6. (Oct. 29th) JUDY WALGREN 
 

 
 

Photo Editor for the Chronicle newspaper. I went to a lecture and showing of her work. 
She has a unique way of expressing and capturing people in how they do their work and 
live their lives in both a natural and for the camera, a dramatic way.. Her journalistic 
photography, and person are commanding both to her subjects an audience as well.  
 
 

 
PLEASE, IF YOU ARE AT ALL INTERESTED IN KEEPING THIS WONDERFUL COURSE 
GOING,  REGISTER ONLINE BEFORE AUG. 12TH (CRN & Sec. below) 
 
CRN: 71101  /  SEC. 501 / PHOT.  52 
 
P.S. I could also accommodate 4 more students in my Beginning Lighting class (photo 85-A 
(CRN. 71107 SEC 001) which meets Mon & Wed. 9-12 
 
Marshall Berman 


